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10 THE COLLECTOR 

ART AT M. KNOEDLER & CO.'S 

AT the Knoedler Galleries, which have been re-hung for the opening of 

Athe season, a marked improvement of effect'has been made in the dis 
play of the works in oil by allowing the pictures more elbow room upon 
the walls. It is easy to forgive the crowding of pictures, when the house 
has such resources to draw upon as Knoedler & Co. and such temptation to 
show the greatest possible variety as the possession of so much worth showv 
ing must be. But after all, what-is lost in numbers and variety is more than 
compensated by the enhanced effect individual works receive from absence of 
often -discordant contrast. Certainly, though the main gallery has presented 
a more splendid and dazzling appearance at times when it fairly overflowed 
with its own opulence, it has never looked prettier or more attractive, or 
s'hown its contents to better effect. 

The collection in the main gallery has three striking centres, one to each 
of the larger walls. One of,these is'George H. Boughton's famous'illustration 
to Diedrich Knickerbocker's veracious account of how the denizens of New 

Amsterdam smoked out William the Testy. It is a pity that the genial 
bachelor of Sunnyside could not have lived to enjoy this realization of his 
record of this momentous event in our history. And it is a pleasure to any 
one to turn in out of our New York of ripped-up streets and roaring elevated 
roads and mountains of hideous cast iron and brick and stone, and look, as 
it might be in a magician's mirror, into the New York of the days when po 
litical crises could be settled with the consumption of' a pound or two of 
tobacco. On another wall the smaller pictures are grouped around a superb 

Heilbuth called " La Confidence," one of that gentle genius' inimitable gar 
den scenes, into which two of his inimitably graceful and lovely women have 
walked as naturally as if women and garden were real. The third wall is 
hung with a fine Edelfeldt in the centre: two " Young Mariners " in a fisher 
man's home, who discuss the construction and rig of a toy-boat, while a 
third mariner of graver years looks on, smoking his pipe. 

Around these one finds the finest Kaemmerer ever shown in this country, 
his picture of the last group of summer soijourners, lounging on the deserted 
esplanade at Scheveningen; a " Venice " by Ziem, in which are revived those 
powers of his prime which made him famous; a Venetian " Primavera" 
from a younger hand, that of Rico, in which a cavalier in a gondola chats 

with a lady who leans upon a garden balustrade; and a delightful Delort, in 
which a young couple, halting in their honeymoon journey at a posting 
house to change horses, distribute, through the hands of the bride, their 
charity to the village poor. It rather sends a cloud athwart this bright and 
sunny picture to know that the artist has recently suffered a paralytic stroke, 
and may, perhaps, contribute no more to our pleasure. Of German art 
there are sterling examples; among the Dutch pictures is to be noted a 
superb Mauve, a peasant girl tending a cow which fodders upon a willow 
thicket, and from hands native to our soil are works by H. W. Ranger, 

William H. Howe, Richard Pauli, and an Egyptian harem interior by Fred 
erick A. Bridgeman of the first quality Luigi Chialiva, an artist who 
deserves to be better known this side the water, is represented by a character 
istic example, a quiet riverside with a farm on the farther shore, and in the 
foreground a goose girl surrounded by her gabbling and consequential flock. 

It is many years since the water-color room at Knoedler & Co.'s became 
famous for its modern Dutch works in this medium, and its ancient suprem 
acy is kept up. The room shows a group of pictures by Mauve which no gal 
lery in America could duplicate in number and quality, and the collection, 
always strong in examples of the Maris's, Israels and Mesdag, has been still 
further fortified; in a notable degree by specimens of the brush of Neuhuys, 

which must go far towards establishing that artist permanently in the favor 
of our collectors, of Ter Meulen, and many others. An admirable interior, 
with a young peasant woman sewing and cradling her child, by Kever, com 
mands attention for this serious and eloquent observer and executant. It is 
some years since the powerful water colors of M. Kever .made a hit - with 
artists and connaisseurs at our National Academy of Design, and made their 
first appearance in a dealer's hands in this very gallery. The time should 
now be fully ripe for his art to find a profitable footing here. His' right to 
rank among the strongest and most original men of the Dutch school of 'our 
day can no longer be disputed, and the character of his productions must 
recommend them to every lover of nature and of human nature in art. 

In the print department the place of honor is taken by Waltner's new 
plate of " The Angelus." This is the third time the master etcher has 
devoted himself to the reproduction of this masterpiece. His first large 
plate is now out of the market. The small one made for the Wilson sale 
catalogue is a mere sketch. Here in the exact dimensions of the original he 
does the crown-jewel of M. Chauchard's collection greater justice than 
before. All that monochrome can do for the great canvas he does for it. 
Only those who have analysed Millet's 'most famous work and who com 
prehend how much of its splendor depends upon its color and its powerful 
harmonization and refinement of rude forms and simple facts with the pro 
found sentiment of spiritual feeling, can appreciate the difficulties under 

which the etcher labored at his task and fully enjoy and give him credit for 
his execution of it. 

Last year Mr. Frederick Keppel introduced us to Evert Van Muyden as 
an etcher of the royal realm of beasts. Now Knoedler & Co. bring us two 
magnificent plates from his hand. They are companion pieces, as far as 
size goes, measuring I2Y X I6y4 inches each. One entitled " Disturbed" 
slhows us in the heart of a jungly woodland, a Bengal tiger, which has 
halted to drink at a pool. A bird, rising from the reeds, has startled it, and 
it lifts its head, wvith bristling whiskers, full of alarm and fury, the wvater 
dripping from its muzzle, its ears laid back and its crouching body quiver 

ing for a spring. One can see its muscles twitch under its stripes and hear 
the roar which its parted fangs send echoing savagely through the savage 
solitude. The companion plate is called " His Majesty." A great lion of 
the Atlas has risen with the dawn. He has refreshed bimself at the moun 
tain stream, still wreathed in early vapors, and, climbing the craggy hillside, 
stands surveying his ground for the day. Before him is the desert, his home 
at the price of perpetual peril. Behind him rises the sun, whose setting he 
may never see. There is in the massive majesty of the splendid beast, in 
the tremendous resolution of his colossal body, and the fixed and alert ex-' 
pression of his face, a suggestion of one of those old robber-warriors of the 
desert, grim heroes of the tales of Arab camp-fires, whose lives were one 
long battle with and defiance of the world, and whose outcast deaths might 
be the envy of crowned kings. 

The following list of the other autumn publications of the house should 
be of interest: 

" In Fairyland" (1434 X 25), mezzotint by Frank Steinberg, after C. S. 
Halle. A little girl, seated on a library-ladder, loses herself in the fairy 
land opened to her by one of the illustrated tomes from the bookshelves. 

"Ione " (20 X I4Y2), mezzotint by William Sartain after the painting, by 
Joseph Coomans, of the heroine of Bulwer's " Last Days of Pompeii." 

" The Cathedral of Amiens" (i834 x 24K), artist etching by Camille 
Fonce, showing the choir and nave of this famous monument of Gothic ar 
chitecture in France. 

"Mamma's Favorite Song" (12 X ig), mezzotintfby James Fagan, after 
Wm. J. McCloskey. A little girl stands, with the music sheet in her hand, 
demurely singing to an audience unseen in the picture. 

" The Last Glance " (12K X I6), etched by F. E. Jeannin after Alfred 
Stevens. A lady in a garden overhanging the seashore watches the de 
parture of her lover's yacht. 

" The Shower " (I I x 7K), etched by L. Kratke after John Constable. A 
strong and spirited plate after a characteristic original by the master of Eng 
lish landscape. 

"Home at Last " (8 x i i), etched by F. Reynaud, after Louis Leloir. A 
cavalier returned from a journey, stretches his limbs and warms himself at 
the fireplace of his chateau. 

"Hide and Seek " (9 x I5), etched by L. Lowenstam, after L. Alma 
Tadema. A young girl hides from her sweetheart behind one of the col 
umns which adorn a stately terrace in a vast Roman garden. 

"Sweet Silence " (I7I x 20), photogravure after a picture by J. Haynes 
Williams of d young couple in the costume of the Regency in England, co 
quetting in a corner of the drawing-room. 

"A new Step " (I9K x I Ii), etched by R. Spinelli, after Jiminez. In 
the courtyard of a Spanish mansion of the end of the eighteenth century, a 
young man and woman practice a new dance figure to an audience of family 
and guests. 

"The Mothers" (I3K x I8), etched by L6on Bauchart, after L. Debat 
Pousan. A peasant mother and child, and a cow and her calf represent the 
contrasted types of maternity in a charming rural landscape. 

" The Age of Innocence " (14K x 17), etched by Damman, after the 
original by Sir Joshua Reynolds. A little child, type of purest childhood, is 
seen against a simple sylvan background. 

"The Last Rehearsal " (i6Y X II), etched by Decisy, after -Rene 
Princet. An old dancing master is giving his class of girls a final lesson 
in a figure dance before their public debut at a party. 

"The Rivulet" (I0K X I2y), artist's dry point by G. Lopisgiep, of a sim 
ple but picturesque French landscape scene. 

"Waiting " (I0 x I32), artist's etching by L. Kratke, of a group of 
hounds gathered around the fireplace of a huntsman's house, awaiting the 
call to the chase. 

"Banks of the Mayenne " (I3 x 9), "The .Pondkeeper's Cabin " (22K X 
I5), artist etchings by P. Leterrier, of picturesque phases of French lands 
cape. 

"On the Road to Antbes " (ro x 6y4), etched by Lucien Gautier, after C. 
E. Meissonier. A dainty reproduction of a famous work. 

"Columbus " (I6K X 20X2), etched by Lefort, after the original painting 
in the Arsenal at Madrid. A powerful plate and valuable historical docu 
ment. 

" Hearts are Trumps " (20 x I4K), etched by W. H. Boucher, after W. 
Dendy Sadlier, and forming a charming companion piece to the same artist's 
"Darby and Joan," already so deservedly popular. 

Catalogue No. ioo, October I5, I89I, issued by David G. Francis, con 
tains many interesting numbers, especially for collectors of Americana and 
of material relating to New York City. 

* * * 

There are some announcements worth the bookman's attention in the 
latest circular of M. Georges Brunox. He offers the "Aventures d'Ulen 
spiegel," edition of I869, with the 32 large etchings by Felicien Rops and 
others, at a reduction from 30 francs to 9 francs 25; the superb " Gavarni 
d'Aprbs Nature " of Morizot, 1859, 40 lithographs, with legends'and text by 
Jules Janin, Paul de Saint-Victor and the Goncourts, bouind, for or francs 
5o; and Lan9on's " Les Animaux chez eux," with the I6 etchings by the 
animal draughtsman, and over 2oo text illustrations, originally published, 
in I882, at 90 francs, for 27 francs $o. 
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